
 

 

 

DYNABOOK ANNOUNCES THE ORGANISATION’S LIGHTEST 13.3” 

NOTEBOOK WITH INTEL ® 10th GEN PROCESSORS – THE 

PORTÉGÉ X30L-G 

 A unique blend of mobility and performance, weighing just 870g* and MIL-STD 

810G tested 

 Engineered for the modern mobile professional, including outstanding 

connectivity, security and usability features 

 

6th January 2020, Neuss, Germany – Today, Dynabook Europe GmbH announces the 

Portégé X30L-G, the organisation’s lightest 13.3” fully featured business laptop with 

Intel® 10th generation processors. Uniquely designed for portability – weighing just 

870g* – yet packed with features to enhance connectivity, performance, security and 

user experience, the new device meets and exceeds Microsoft’s Modern Device standard, 

the benchmark for modern computing devices.  

 

The Portégé X30L-G has been engineered to be the perfect companion for the modern 

day professional, both in the office and on the move. Balancing mobility and durability, 

its magnesium chassis is incredibly light but also robust, having been carefully 

engineered for rigidity. Dynabook engineered the Portégé X30L-G to to cover extreme 

environmental variables with the MIL-STD-810G standards. The laptop is put through 

military-grade drop, temperature, humidity and dustproof testing to demonstrate its 

overall robustness, ensuring it can withstand the challenging demands of today’s mobile 

workforce. Its Sharp-developed non-reflective 13” IGZO FHD LCD screen offers high 

brightness with 470NIT but with reduced power consumption compared to a standard 

LCD. The combination of its 14.5 hour* battery life (with the IGZO screen) and a Quick 

Charge function which provides 4 hours’ battery on just 30 minutes charge, means that 

users don’t need to worry about conserving battery while on the move.  

 

Light in weight but not in performance 

Despite its ultra lightweight and compact form factor, the Portégé X30L-G doesn’t 

compromise on offering the best user experience, in any location. The latest 10th 

generation Intel Core™ Processors and a wide selection of SSD storage options 

including SATA, fast PCIe and Intel® Optane enable rapid workflows and increased 



 

 

 

productivity. In addition, a Micro SD card reader gives further portable storage options, 

while fast DDR4 RAM memory means the device can easily withstand the demands of 

today’s business applications. 

 

“The launch of the Portégé X30L-G demonstrates our continued commitment to 

developing devices which are built with the modern day enterprise workforce in mind. 

The device is a testament to our engineers and their ability to pack powerful 

business-oriented components into increasingly compact devices”, commented Damian 

Jaume, President, Dynabook Europe GmbH. “The next generation of lightweight devices 

is here and we’re excited to be at the forefront of this innovation.” 

 

Extensive connectivity and front-line security  

The device benefits from an extensive range of network and peripheral connectivity 

options. A USB Type-C port enables users to charge, connect to displays or transfer data 

through one connection. Although ultraslim in design, the device is also equipped with 

a full-size HDMI port and 2 x USB 3.0 ports so users don’t need to worry about carrying 

adaptors when on the move. An optional USB-C dock also allows one-click connection 

to minimise cable clutter and rapid hook up to peripherals. When it comes to network 

connectivity, the latest Intel® 802.11ax (WiFi 6) + BT 5.0 WiFi module supports faster 

speeds and increased bandwidth, while a Gigabit-LAN port powers easy, high speed 

access to network resources back in the office.  

 

For any business, security is a major priority. The Portégé X30L-G is highly secure and 

manageable to protect businesses against constantly evolving firmware and 

hardware-focused cyber-attacks. To safeguard against unsolicited access to sensitive 

business data, the device is equipped with face and fingerprint biometric authentication 

via Windows Hello and Intel Authenticate. Other security components like Trusted 

Platform Module 2.0 (TPM) and Dynabook’s BIOS, engineered in-house, provide a 

further layer of robust protection.  

 

The Portégé X30L-G will be available from mid February 2020. For more information 

about the dynabook range please visit uk.dynabook.com 

 

* dependent on configuration 

-ENDS- 

 

http://uk.dynabook.com/generic/business-solutions/


 

 

 

Media Contacts  

For more information on specifications or press images, please contact:  

Sophie Payne, Nelson Bostock Unlimited  

sophie.payne@nb-unlimited.com / +44(0)20 8392 8057 

 

Connect Online 

Visit our website for the latest product details and specifications and visit our blog for 

additional information. Alternatively, connect with us on our social media channels: 

Twitter and LinkedIn.  

 

About Dynabook Inc. 

For over 30 years, Toshiba laptops and technology have set the standard for innovation, 

quality and reliability. Now majority-owned by Sharp Corporation, Dynabook Inc. 

continues that tradition by delivering rich value and services that support our partners 

and customers in achieving their goals. 

 

For more information, please visit: uk.dynabook.com 
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